Interplay between a Wnt-dependent organiser and the Notch segmentation clock regulates posterior development in Periplaneta americana
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Summary
Sequential addition of segments in the posteriorly growing end of the embryo is a developmental mechanism common to many bilaterians. However, posterior growth and patterning in most animals also entails the establishment of a ‘posterior organiser’ that expresses the Caudal and Wnt proteins and has been proposed to be an ancestral feature of animal development. We have studied the functional relationships between the Wnt-driven organiser and the segmentation mechanisms in a basal insect, the cockroach Periplaneta americana. Here, posteriorly-expressed Wnt1 promotes caudal and Delta expression early in development to generate a growth zone from which segments will later bud off. caudal maintains the undifferentiated growth zone by dampening Delta expression, and hence Notch-mediated segmentation occurs just outside the caudal domain. In turn, Delta expression maintains Wnt1, maintaining this posterior gene network until all segments have formed. This feedback between caudal, Wnt and Notch-signalling in regulating growth and segmentation seems conserved in other arthropods, with some aspects found even in vertebrates. Thus our findings not only support an ancestral Wnt posterior organiser, but also impinge on the proposals for a common origin of segmentation in arthropods, annelids and vertebrates.
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Introduction
Animals display a great variety of morphologies and body plans. Despite this diversity, a common form of development entails the early setting up of a small anteriorized embryo, which then grows from its posterior end until the final body length is achieved (Jacobs et al., 2005). This is the mode of development for most complex bilaterians, except derived ones, such as Echinoderms and Urochordates (Holland, 2002; Mooi and David, 2008). In most posteriorly growing animals this occurs through the sequential addition of serially repeated units called segments or somites (Balavoine and Adoutte, 2003; Couso, 2009; De Robertis, 1997). This is the case of vertebrates, annelids, and most arthropods.

This mode of development requires the establishment of a ‘posterior organiser’ that drives development and growth from the posterior end of the embryo. In vertebrates this involves the expression of genes of the Wnt family (Shimizu et al., 2005; Takada et al., 1994). In fact, Wnts are expressed in the posterior of all bilaterians studied to date and have even been found in non-bilaterian Porifera larvae (Cho et al., 2010; Janssen et al., 2010; Martin and Kimelman, 2009; Niehrs, 2010; Riddiford and Olson, 2011; Ryan et al., 2007). Wnt loss-of-function in vertebrates can perturb the posterior end of the embryo called the growth zone (GZ) (Davis and Patel, 2002; Liu...
and Kaufman, 2005; Peel and Akam, 2003). Comparison of different arthropods has revealed a conserved set of genes involved in early posterior development consisting of cadal and the Wnt-signalling pathway. Similar to vertebrates, knock-down of either cad or Wnt in arthropods results in posterior truncations (Bolognesi et al., 2008; Copf et al., 2004; McGregor et al., 2009; McGregor et al., 2008; Shinno, et al., 2005).

We have used a basal, short germ band insect, the cockroach Periplaneta americana, to gain insight about the interaction between this posterior organiser and the segmentation mechanisms. Cockroaches are a good system in which to study these mechanisms as they are highly susceptible to RNA interference (RNAi), embryos can be cultured ex ovo, and within a single ootheca there is an age gradient where younger embryos differ from older ones by approximately one half segment (Pueyo et al., 2008). These advantages were instrumental to prove the existence of the cyclic waves of Periplaneta Delta and hairy/Hes that emanate from the posterior and resolve into segmental stripes of expression in the anterior GZ prior to segment formation (Pueyo et al., 2008). Loss of Notch (N) signalling via RNAi resulted in embryos in which the posterior is truncated and unsegmented (Pueyo et al., 2008). This N-mediated segmentation is reminiscent of the ‘clock and wavefront’ mechanism found in vertebrate somitogenesis (Déquéant and Pourquié, 2008; Jiang et al., 2000). Dynamic expression of Di/N has been found in spiders and determined to be important for proper segmentation and been proposed to be ancestral, though whether these patterns are also oscillatory in the spider remain to be determined (Oda et al., 2007; Stollewerk et al., 2003). Interestingly, a number of studies have indicated that an interplay between Wnt, cad and N signalling during somitogenesis in vertebrates may exist (Aulehla and Kaufman, 2005; Peel and Akam, 2003). Comparison of different arthropods has revealed a conserved set of genes involved in early posterior development consisting of cadal and the Wnt-signalling pathway. Similar to vertebrates, knock-down of either cad or Wnt in arthropods results in posterior truncations (Bolognesi et al., 2008; Copf et al., 2004; McGregor et al., 2009; McGregor et al., 2008; Shinno, et al., 2005).

Cloning of Pa-cadal and Pa-Wnt1 genes

RNA was extracted from Periplaneta americana embryos of mixed stages (4–9) using the RNAlater–4PCR kit (Ambion). cDNA was synthesised using the RETROscript kit (Ambion). Degenerate primers for the cadal homeodomain motifs ELEKEF and WFQRRR (supplementary material Fig S1C) were used to isolate a fragment of 116 bp by RT-PCR. Then Pa-cadal specific primers were designed (supplementary material Fig S1C) to obtain the full length cdNA via 5’ and 3’ RACE using the FirstChoice RLM-RACE kit (Ambion). A 1420 bp sequence was assembled from the fragments obtained (AC number KC311251). Pa-Wnt1 was cloned following similar procedures. Degenerate primers (supplementary material Fig S2C) designed against a Wnt1 conserved region from other arthropods amplified a 535 bp fragment of Pa-Wnt1 by RT-PCR. Specific Pa-Wnt1 primers (supplementary material Fig. S2C) were designed to use in 5’ and 3’ RACE. A 2364 bp full length Pa-Wnt1 was assembled from the PCR fragments (AC number KC311252). Sequence and phylogenetic analyses were carried out by DNASTAR Software.

In situ hybridization and immunocytochemistry

Fluorescent and colourimetric in situ hybridisation protocols were carried out according to Pueyo et al. (Pueyo et al., 2008). A 904 bp Pa-cadal and a 535 bp Pa-Wnt1 cdNA fragments were used as templates for transcription. Labelled UTP RNA probes (DIG and Biotin – Roche; DNP – Molecular Probes) were fragmented into 100–200 bp sizes by hydrolysis.

Immunostaining was performed as described (Pueyo et al., 2008). Primary monoclonal mouse antibody FP6.87 (5′-UAC/C-A3-3′) (1:10) (Rob White, Cambridge University). Apoptosis was detected using a rabbit 3-phosphorylated caspase 3 antibody (1:50) (Cell Signalling Technology) and cells undergoing mitosis were detected using a rabbit 3-phosphorylated Histone 3 antibody (1:1000) (Upstate). Nuclei were detected using DAPI (Invitrogen). Secondary antibodies were from Jackson Immunochemicals.

Inhibitor treatment in embryo cultures

For DAPT (Calbiochem) treatment at 100 μM we followed the protocol described (Pueyo et al., 2008). Inhibitor of Wnt Production – compound 3 (IWP-3; Stemgent), which blocks the secretion of Wnt ligands by inhibiting palmitoylation of Wnt by Porcupine (Chen et al., 2009), was diluted in DMSO (DMSO; Sigma) and added to the embryo culture at a final concentration between 20 μM and 40 μM. Exposure response analysis showed various results at different concentrations: <20 μM had no effect; 20–30 μM had hypomorph/weak effects; 30–40 μM had strong effects; >40 μM produced cytotoxic effects. Exposure to IWP-3 for times longer than 18–24 hours also produced cytotoxicity. Before culture, some embryos were fixed to report the developmental stage (Control 0 hours). The remaining embryos were then split into two groups and cultured for 16–24 hours either with or without inhibitor (control). Control cultured embryos were treated with the same amount of DMSO.

RNA interference

Maternal RNAs for Pa-cadal and Pa-Wnt1 was carried out according to Pueyo et al. (Pueyo et al., 2008). Specific primers containing the T7 polymerase promoter sequence at the 5’ end were used with Pa-cadal cdNA and Pa-Wnt1 RT-PCR templates to amplify a 635 bp and a 500 bp fragment, respectively. In vitro transcription of these fragments was carried out by the T7 Ribomax kit (Promega). dsRNA was injected into virgin adult female abdomens at a concentration of 2.0 μg/μl (Pa-cadal) or 0.5 μg/μl (Pa-Wnt1). Controls were injected with 10 μl H2O.

RT-PCR analysis

RNA isolation and cdNA synthesis from stage 9 wild type, Class ‘T’ Pa-Wnt1RNAi and Pa-cadalRNAi embryos were conducted. Equal cdNA concentrations were used in RT-PCR reactions using primers for Pa-Wnt or Pa-cadal to determine the amount of each in Pa-WntRNAi or Pa-cadalRNAi. Specific primers for Periplaneta 18S ribosomal subunit were used as a positive control: Pa-18S forward 5′TTCGCGGCGACGCGACAC3′; Pa-18S reverse 5′CTTCTTCCGCATCTTCAC3′.

Results

Isolation and patterns of expression of Pa-cadal and Pa-Wnt1 transcripts

We have cloned the full length transcripts of Pa-cadal and Pa-Wnt1 by RT-PCR (supplementary material Figs S1, S2, respectively). A single Pa-cadal transcript of 1420 nucleotides that encodes for a 290 aa protein was identified (supplementary material Fig. S1A). Our phylogenetic analysis indicates that Pa-cadal is the Periplaneta orthologue as it aligns closely to cadal.
from related species, such as Gryllus (cricket) and Schistocerca (grasshopper) (supplementary material Fig. S1B). Likewise, we isolated a single 2364 bp Pa-Wnt1 transcript encoding for a 373 aa protein (supplementary material Fig. S2A). Our alignment shows that Pa-Wnt1 is the Periplaneta Wnt1 orthologue closely related to Cryptotermes (termite) and Orthopterans, which follows the predicted insect phylogeny (supplementary material Fig. S2B).

In situ hybridisation using a Pa-cad riboprobe shows that at early, post-blastoderm stages of embryogenesis, Pa-cad is strongly expressed at the posterior end of the embryo (Fig. 1A). This broad domain of expression remains at the onset of germ band elongation (Fig. 1B), but is cleared from the posterior tip at late germ band elongation (Fig. 1C). Pa-cad expression pattern is similar to that observed in other short germ band insects (Copf et al., 2004; Dearden and Akam, 2001; Shinmyo et al., 2005). Likewise, Pa-Wnt1 transcripts are detected at the post-blastoderm stage in the posterior GZ as two symmetrical clusters of cells (Fig. 1D) and anteriorly in the head lobes and the antennal primordia (Fig. 1D). During early germ band elongation anterior stripes of Pa-Wnt1 expression become apparent in the presumptive gnathal and thoracic segments while the two posterior clusters start to fuse (Fig. 1E). By late germ band elongation the two Pa-Wnt1 clusters of cells have joined together forming a wide arc of expression in the posterior end of the GZ, set apart from the posterior tip (Fig. 1F). New stripes of Pa-Wnt1 expression appear one-by-one in the anterior-most GZ and remain in the developing segments and ventral appendages throughout embryogenesis (Fig. 1F). The early, dynamic posterior expression of Pa-Wnt1 lies close to the expression of Pa-cad, and thus would be consistent with a conserved role for these two genes during posterior patterning. The later Pa-Wnt1 segmental stripe pattern is consistent with Wnt1 expression in other insects and arthropods in which its function in parasegmental boundary formation, segmentation and appendage development has been established (Bolognesi et al., 2008; Couso et al., 1993; Grossmann et al., 2009; Martinez-Arias, 1993; Miyawaki et al., 2004).

To establish the spatial and temporal details of Pa-Wnt1 and Pa-cad expression, we used double fluorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH) and compare with the pan-segmental marker en (en) (Patel et al., 1989). Pa-Wnt1 slightly overlaps and is posterior to Pa-cad expression during both post-blastoderm (Fig. 2A–A*) and germ band elongation (Fig. 2B–B*). In comparison, post-blastoderm expression of Pa-en (Marie and Bacon, 2000) appears as several stripes from the head segments up to the T2 segment (Fig. 1G). During early (Fig. 1H) and late (Fig. 1I) germ band elongation additional stripes of Pa-en appear sequentially in the anterior GZ, apparently slightly before the corresponding Pa-Wnt1 segmental stripe expression (compare Fig. 1E,F with Fig. 1H,I). Double FISH experiments confirm the temporal delay of segmental Pa-Wnt1 expression after Pa-en (Fig. 2C–C*), as well as their adjacent expression at the parasegmental boundary as Pa-Wnt1 abuts anterior to Pa-en expression (Farzana and Brown, 2008; Martinez-Arias and Lawrence, 1985; Prud’homme et al., 2003; Martinez-Arias, personal communication).

**Pa-cad and Pa-Wnt1 act as a posterior organiser**

To test the possible conservation of Wnt and Cad function we first used maternal RNAi. In Pa-Wnt1RNAi embryos Pa-cad expression is greatly reduced at post-blastoderm (Fig. 3B, compare with Fig. 3A). By contrast, posterior Pa-Wnt1 expression in Pa-cadRNAi embryos at this stage was similar to wild type, despite a premature fusion of the two Pa-Wnt1 expressing clusters (Fig. 3D, compare with Fig. 3C). Pa-Wnt1RNAi and Pa-cadRNAi embryos developing up to germ band elongation display a truncated or tapering posterior end with growth and development of new segments arrested at the thoracic region (Fig. 3F,H). To ascertain the cellular basis of this reduced and abnormal GZ in Pa-Wnt1RNAi embryos we examined cell death and proliferation (supplementary material Fig. S3). Pa-Wnt1RNAi embryos do not show an increase in apoptosis in the GZ (supplementary material Fig. S3A,B), but there is a reduction in cell proliferation (supplementary material Fig. S3C,D,I). In these Pa-Wnt1RNAi embryos, expression of Pa-cad appears completely lost according to both in situ hybridisation (compare Fig. 3F and Fig. 3E) and RT-PCR (supplementary...
However, in the reciprocal experiment, the number of cells expressing \( Pa-Wnt1 \) in \( Pa-cad \) RNAi appears similar to that of the wild type, confirmed by RT-PCR (supplementary material Fig. S4D), albeit the region displays an abnormal shape (compare Fig. 3H and Fig. 3G). These results suggest that \( Pa-Wnt1 \) regulates \( Pa-cad \) expression and that the apparent alteration of the \( Pa-Wnt1 \) expression domain in \( Pa-cad \) RNAi is a secondary consequence of abnormal posterior tip development (Fig. 3D,H).

A detailed quantification of the phenotypes indicates a graded variability within a requirement for posterior development. We classified \( Pa-cad \) RNAi embryos according to the strength of the phenotype into three different classes (Table 1). In Class ‘H’ embryos only the head segments form properly (supplementary material Fig. S4A) and often followed by undifferentiated tissue, representing a complete or near complete loss of \( Pa-cad \) expression. In Class ‘H’ developing embryos, no posterior segmental addition is observed (compare supplementary material Fig. S5A and Fig. S5B). In Class ‘T’ embryos the head and some of the thoracic segments developed normally but with truncations after either T2 or T3 (Fig. 3J and supplementary material Fig. S5E), suggesting that some \( Pa-cad \) expression may have remained in the early post-blastoderm, but later expression was lost, leading to the development thoracic segments. This would explain the residual \( Pa-cad \) expression detected in RT-PCR using Class ‘T’ \( Pa-cad \) RNAi embryos (supplementary material Fig. S4D). Finally, Class ‘A’ embryos show lack of some abdominal segments and a
reduced GZ (supplementary material Fig. S5H) resolving into abnormal abdominal development (supplementary material Fig. S4B). Pa-Wnt1RNAi embryos displayed a similar range of posterior segmentation phenotypes (Table 1). Pa-Wnt1RNAi embryos in Class ‘T’ show severe truncations ranging from the first thoracic segment to the first abdominal segment (Fig. 3K). In these embryos the GZ is narrow and posterior segmentation proceeds abnormally (supplementary material Fig. S5F). Class ‘A’ Pa-Wnt1RNAi embryos displayed moderate truncations involving only a few abdominal segments and a slight reduction in the GZ (supplementary material Fig. S4C and supplementary material Fig. S5I). The absence of Class ‘H’ embryos, which correlate with a total loss of Pa-cad, in Pa-Wnt1RNAi may be due to several reasons. First, Pa-Wnt1RNAi may not form a null condition at post-blastoderm or, second, there could be other Wnt genes acting at these early stages. Third, there could be some Wnt-independent, maternally deposited, Pa-cad expression. The absence of Pa-Wnt1 in Pa-Wnt1RNAi RT-PCR may discard the first explanation, but in principle either of the three is compatible with both the residual Pa-cad expression observed in Pa-Wnt1RNAi post-blastoderm embryos (Fig. 3B), but not later, as the Class ‘T’ phenotypes between the two RNAi treatments are similar (Fig. 3J,K).

Table 1. Phenotypic series of Pa-cadRNAi and Pa-Wnt1RNAi embryos. Range of RNAi phenotypes categorized into three classes. Class ‘H’ embryos displayed head only or head plus posteriorly undifferentiated tissue, only found in Pa-cadRNAi. Class ‘T’ embryos form the head and some thoracic segments properly, but are truncated after either T2 or T3; this was the most common Pa-cadRNAi and Pa-Wnt1RNAi phenotype. Class ‘A’ embryos were observed in both Pa-cadRNAi and Pa-Wnt1RNAi. These embryos developed complete head and thorax with defects in abdominal segmentation, usually tapering at the posterior. Control Pa-H2O embryos were wild type in appearance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pa-cadRNAi</th>
<th>Pa-Wnt1RNAi</th>
<th>Pa-H2O</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class H</td>
<td>202 (20.2%)</td>
<td>346 (34.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class T</td>
<td>345 (34.5%)</td>
<td>167 (16.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class A</td>
<td>167 (16.7%)</td>
<td>287 (28.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wild type</td>
<td>300 (100%)</td>
<td>300 (100%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Specificity of Wnt-Cad posterior organiser phenotypes

Altogether these results are compatible with the model where Wnt-signalling activates zygotic cad expression early in development, establishing a posterior organiser (McGregor et al., 2008; Shinmyo et al., 2005). This Periplaneta ‘posterior organiser’ seems required for proper patterning of the posterior end of the embryo, including the GZ, and for subsequent growth and segmentation. However, these RNAi results do not clarify whether this Wnt-Cad organiser is still required during germ band elongation, or whether the phenotypes observed arise secondarily from earlier defects during establishment of the GZ. To clarify this issue we employed the embryo culture technique (Pueyo et al., 2008). We have cultured germ band elongating embryos and exposed them to an inhibitor of secretion of Wnts, IWP-3 (Chen et al., 2009), to decouple the function of Wnt1 and other Wnts during germ band elongation from earlier or indirect perturbations. Embryos exposed to IWP-3 showed a marked decrease in Pa-cad expression and develop a slightly reduced GZ (Fig. 3N, compared to Fig. 3L,M) and segmentation is disrupted (supplementary material Fig. S6), while the expression of other genes, such as Ubx and AbdA, remain unaffected (supplementary material Fig. S3E,F). Compared to control cultured embryos (supplementary material Fig. S3E,G), we observed a slightly increased rate of apoptosis (supplementary material Fig. S3F,J), but a decrease in cell proliferation (supplementary material Fig. S3H,K) in IWP-3 cultured embryos. Staining with the vital dye DAPI confirms that the overall majority of cells are alive throughout the posterior embryo (supplementary material Fig. S3G,H). Overall, these effects are in accordance with Pa-Wnt1RNAi data where Wnt-signalling seems to be required mainly in maintaining cell proliferation in the GZ (supplementary material Fig. S3C,D,H). In addition, dying or proliferating cells are scattered throughout the embryo and not localised to the posterior GZ such that these changes in growth and death cannot account for the proportional reduction in posterior Pa-cad expression. These data confirm that a) Wnt-signalling is required for Pa-cad expression, and b) this requirement extends into the germ band elongation stages.

Regulatory interactions between the posterior organiser and the Notch pathway

As dynamic N-signalling is necessary for posterior segmentation in Periplaneta (Pueyo et al., 2008), we investigated the regulatory interactions between the Wnt-Cad organiser with elements of the N-signalling pathway. First, we compared their GZ expression patterns during post-blastoderm (Fig. 4A,B) and germ band elongation (Fig. 4C–F). At post-blastoderm, five stripes of Pa-Dl expression appear simultaneously in the anterior part of the embryo, yet its expression is noticeably absent from the posterior end (Fig. 4A) where Pa-Wnt1 and Pa-cad are expressed (Fig. 4B). These early Pa-Dl stripes have faded by germ band elongation when a new Pa-Dl pattern emerges at the posterior to include the new sequentially arising segmental stripes (Pueyo et al., 2008). This germ band elongation pattern is composed of a small domain in the posterior tip from which cyclic waves emanate periodically (Pueyo et al., 2008) resulting in 2–3 stripes in the anterior GZ, interestingly placed outside of the Pa-cad expression domain (Fig. 4C–C’). These Pa-Dl stripes regulate Pa-en expression in the anterior GZ (Fig. 4E–E’) leading to segment border formation. When these patterns of Pa-Dl and Pa-en are overlaid with those of Pa-cad and Pa-Wnt1 (Fig. 4C’,D), the GZ can be divided into 4 distinct gene expression regions (Fig. 4F), from posterior to anterior: 1) posterior tip, expressing Pa-Dl; 2) posterior-GZ, expressing an arc of Pa-Wnt1; 3) mid-GZ, expressing a broad Pa-cad domain; and 4) anterior, pre-segmental region, expressing first Pa-Dl, then Pa-en, and finally Pa-Wnt1. Thus, these spatiotemporal patterns indicate that the most significant change in the transition from early post-blastoderm to germ band elongation is the addition of Pa-Dl, and hence N-signalling, to the posterior gene network.

To understand the regulatory relationships between the genes of this posterior gene network we examined their expression...
patterns in different maternal RNAi conditions. We use Pa-N\textsuperscript{RNAi} instead of Pa-Dl\textsuperscript{RNAi}, which has fewer effects on oogenesis, as the latter produces sterile females (R. Lanfear, The evolution of animal body plans, DPhil thesis, University of Sussex, 2007). Pa-N\textsuperscript{RNAi} leads to a loss of Pa-Dl expression in the posterior tip and a failure to form stripes in the anterior GZ (supplementary material Fig. S7A,B), corresponding to the loss of sequential segment addition (Pueyo et al., 2008). A similar effect is observed in embryos cultured in the N-signalling inhibitor DAPT, compared to controls (supplementary material Fig. S7C,D). In both cases, neurogenic phenotypes are also observed (supplementary material Fig. S7A’–D’).

In post-blastoderm Pa-Wnt1\textsuperscript{RNAi} embryos the early segmental stripes of Pa-Dl expression remain (Fig. 5B, compare with Fig. 5A). Conversely, Pa-N\textsuperscript{RNAi} had no effect on the Wnt-Cad organiser at this stage, as Pa-cad expression is normal (Fig. 5E,F). However, during germ band elongation, Pa-Wnt1\textsuperscript{RNAi} embryos show an absence of Pa-Dl expression in the posterior tip and anterior GZ stripes, whereas neural Pa-Dl expression remains (Fig. 5C,D). Similarly, embryos cultured with the Wnt-signalling inhibitor, IWP-3, during germ band elongation experienced an almost total loss of Pa-Dl in the posterior tip (Fig. 5K).

Interestingly, the Pa-Dl segmental stripes do not disappear in IWP-3 embryos, however, only one new stripe can form in the anterior GZ (Fig. 5K) compared to the two stripes that form in control culture (Fig. 5J), indicating a temporal component to the stronger phenotypes revealed previously by Pa-Wnt1\textsuperscript{RNAi}.

This function of Pa-Wnt1 inactivating Pa-Dl posterior tip expression does not seem to be mediated by Pa-cad. In Pa-cad\textsuperscript{RNAi} embryos at germ band elongation the tip expression of Pa-Dl remains, but the anterior stripes do not form (Fig. 5I). Instead, there is a strong, expanded expression of Pa-Dl covering the posterior region of the embryo, in what corresponds to the entire GZ of a wild type embryo. The lack of effect of Pa-cad on Pa-Dl posterior tip expression is not unexpected as these expression domains do not overlap. However, our results reveal a repressory function of Pa-cad on Pa-Dl expression in the mid-GZ that matches the wild type expression patterns, since Pa-Dl segmental stripes only form outside the Pa-cad domain (Fig. 4C,F). The Pa-Dl posterior tip expression, which lays adjacent to the posterior arc of Pa-Wnt1, seems to have an immediate requirement for Pa-Wnt1 signalling, while the anterior stripes of Pa-Dl seem to have a delayed, indirect requirement for Pa-Wnt1 regulated through Pa-cad. This explains why the loss of Pa-cad expression in Pa-Wnt1\textsuperscript{RNAi} does not result in the expansion of Pa-Dl expression, as in Pa-Wnt1\textsuperscript{RNAi} there is also an emanating source of Pa-Dl expression from the posterior tip.

Unexpectedly, a functional assessment of N-signalling indicates that this modulating effect of the posterior Wnt-Cad organiser on Pa-Dl expression is reciprocated. Pa-N\textsuperscript{RNAi} embryos at germ band elongation have a reduced and tapered GZ that does not express either Pa-cad (Fig. 6B) or Pa-Wnt1 (Fig. 6D), implying that Pa-Dl, and/or other components or targets of N-signalling may be required to maintain the posterior Pa-Wnt1 expression, and hence, Pa-cad. This inference is corroborated by embryo culture experiments. When embryos were cultured with the N-inhibitor DAPT there was a noticeable reduction in Pa-cad expression (Fig. 6G) and the arc of Pa-Wnt1 is reduced from a 4-cell wide band to a 2-cell wide stripe (Fig. 6J). These results confirm the role of Pa-Dl in maintaining Pa-Wnt1, and Pa-cad expression in a feedback mechanism in the posterior GZ. The reduction, but not loss, of both Pa-Wnt1 and Pa-cad expression can be explained by the incomplete block of N-activity in these experiments. For example, the segmentation process is perturbed but not entirely blocked, as shown by new but incomplete segmental stripes of Pa-Wnt1 (Fig. 6J) and Pa-en (Pueyo et al., 2008) appearing during DAPT culture. Importantly, this hypomorphy allows a normal-sized GZ to remain and consequently shows that the gene expression effects in Pa-N\textsuperscript{RNAi} experiments are not purely a secondary consequence of the lack of expressing cells (Pueyo et al., 2008).

**Discussion**

A Wnt-dependent posterior organiser is present in *Periplaneta americana*

Our results reveal the presence of a posterior organiser regulating posterior development and segmentation in the short germ band insect, *Periplaneta americana*. Shortly after cellularisation and before the sequential addition of segments takes place, Pa-Wnt1.
is observed in two clusters of cells in the posterior-most part of the embryo and Pa-cad is strongly detected in nearby cells covering what will become the GZ (Fig. 7A). Our experiments suggest that Pa-Wnt1 expression at this stage activates or maintains Pa-cad, which in turn is essential for the proper patterning of the embryo. Since this patterning includes the establishment of a GZ from which most of the segments will form during germ band elongation, perturbation of Pa-Wnt1 and Pa-cad at this early stage precludes the proper development of much of the embryo. In this sense, this Pa-Wnt1+Pa-Cad module is operationally similar to the ‘posterior organiser’ observed in other animals. Wnt-signalling knock-down experiments in other arthropods, such as the spider Achaearanea and the insects Gryllus, Oncopeltus, and Tribolium all show similar phenotypes to Periplaneta Wnt1RNAi embryos: posterior truncations and a reduced GZ (Angelini and Kaufman, 2005; Bolognesi et al., 2008; McGregor et al., 2008; Miyawaki et al., 2004). These results suggest a conserved role of Wnt-signalling in establishing and/or maintaining the GZ, including the activation of caudal (McGregor et al., 2008; Shimmyo et al., 2005) as in Periplaneta. In vertebrates, Wnt and cad/Cdx genes are also involved in posterior patterning and their regulatory interactions appear to be conserved as well. For instance, Wnt-signalling activates cad/Cdx expression in the posterior end of zebrafish and mouse embryos (Ikeya and Takada, 2001; Shimizu et al., 2005) and this activation is essential for the proper development of the animal. In fact, it has been proposed that most metazoans
gives rise to the cyclical waves that precede and promote the sequential formation of segments in the anterior GZ (Pueyo et al., 2008). On the other hand, constant N-signalling in the posterior tip of the embryo maintains the non-cyclic expression of Pa-Wnt1 in nearby cells during germ band elongation, allowing for maintenance of the GZ until all the segments are laid down.

This model links with the earlier findings of Pueyo et al. (Pueyo et al., 2008), and explains some of the features reported. Pa-NRNAi embryos rarely display disruptions of segmentation in head or T1 segments, despite the generation of neurogenic phenotypes in these places (Jiménez and Campos-Ortega, 1982). Our results also highlight the relevance of the posterior tip expression of Pa-Dl and other members of the N-pathway (Pueyo et al., 2008) during N-mediated segmentation. The N-signalling stripes promote segment formation in the anterior GZ but N-signalling also has a role in the maintenance of the GZ itself. This structure is highly reduced in Pa-NRNAi embryos, involving a reduction of cell division and a mild increase in cell death (Pueyo et al., 2008). Following our results, this requirement for GZ maintenance can now be attributed to Pa-Dl expression at the posterior tip, which is essential to maintain Pa-Wnt1 and Pa-cad.

Pa-cad appears as the most direct agent studied here involved in maintaining a GZ of appropriate size. Pa-Cad could act through a stimulation of cell division, or through a repression of differentiation as suggested by the lack of Pa-Dl, Pa-en and Pa-Wnt1 segmental stripes in the Pa-cad domain. In a unified hypothesis, these cellular and gene regulation effects can be traced to the role of Pa-Cad in dampening Pa-Dl expression throughout the posterior GZ. This partial repression still allows the progression of N-signalling waves through the Pa-cad domain, but only allows the formation of segmental N-signalling stripes outside it. Since these stripes of N-signalling eventually lead to segment formation and differentiation, the expression of Pa-cad might be essential to maintain an undifferentiated, actively dividing cell population at the GZ that can continue to bud off new segments. Loss of Pa-Cad eventually allows high Pa-Dl levels across the posterior region of the embryo, producing widespread N-signalling, and hence, differentiation of all GZ cells and truncation of the embryo. In this model, as in normal development, patterning and growth are inextricably linked. The patterning activity of the Wnt posterior organiser sets up a GZ, which is then needed to provide cells for the formation and patterning of new segments by N. N itself maintains the posterior organiser, and hence the GZ, thus completing the circle.

The posterior segmentation gene network in other arthropods
Comparing Wnt, Cad and N roles in different arthropods allows us to examine the possible conservation of a ‘posterior segmentation gene network’ (Wnt→cad→N). Assessment of N-signalling has revealed dynamic expression of N-signalling members in the GZ in two spider species, Achaearanea tepidariorum and Cupiennius salei (Oda et al., 2007; Schoppmeier and Damen, 2005; Stollewerk et al., 2003). Knockdown of N-signalling members via RNAi leads to loss of posterior segmentation in both species (Oda et al., 2007; Schoppmeier and Damen, 2005; Stollewerk et al., 2003), but some differences were reported in the different studies. In Cupiennius-NrRNAi, only the segmentation of posterior segments was affected, while Achaearanea-DlRNAi and NrRNAi not only affected posterior segmentation but also had effects earlier in the

Control of segmentation by the posterior organiser

Altogether our results indicate that there exist interdependent and dual roles of the Wnt and N-signalling pathways during posterior development and segmentation in Periplaneta (Fig. 7B). Pa-Wnt1 signalling modulates the cyclic expression of Pa-Dl during germ band elongation in two opposite ways: it locally promotes Pa-Dl in the nearby posterior tip, while indirectly and via Pa-cad, dampens Pa-Dl expression in the mid-GZ. The combined effect of these two inputs is that the posterior tip source from which the cyclic waves of Pa-Dl originate is maintained, but the waves are only allowed to coalesce into a stripe at the anterior GZ. Reciprocally, Pa-Dl expression at the posterior tip has two distinct roles during posterior segmentation. On the one hand, it display a Wnt-dependent posterior organiser and that this must be a conserved ancestral feature of animal development (Martin and Kimelman, 2009). Our results are consistent with such a model. Despite early Pa-Wnt1 expression, we observe no effect on the formation of the most anterior segments in Pa-Wnt1RRNAi embryos, suggesting that formation of these segments is Wnt1 independent or that there could be other, functionally redundant, Wnt ligands implicated at this stage (Bolognesi et al., 2008; Janssen et al., 2010; McGregor et al., 2008). Interestingly, formation of these anterior segments does not seem to involve N-signalling either (Pueyo et al., 2008), but a separate head-segmentation mechanism.
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formation of the caudal lobe (GZ). These differences could be due to the RNAi techniques used. In Cupiennius dsRNA was injected into the eggs at blastula stage whereas in Achaearanea RNAi was injected in the mothers, which produced stronger and earlier phenotypes hinting that zygotic RNAi may be less efficient at interfering with N-signalling. Indeed, the Achaearanea results are similar to our maternal Pa-NRNAi, whereas the Cupiennius results are more similar to our DAPT embryo culture. In Achaearanea, N-signalling is revealed as necessary for caudal expression in the GZ during later stages (Oda et al., 2007), and is similarly regulated by Wnt-signalling (McGregor et al., 2008). Thus, there seems to exist a connection between N and Wnt-signalling in the establishment of the GZ and posterior germ band elongation in spiders similar to the one in Periplaneta, as well as striking similarities in the regulatory interactions between cad, N and Wnt-signalling pathways during these processes.

This view is supported by a recent report in Gryllus where maternal Gb-DlRNAi and Gb-A RNAi embryos display truncated phenotypes with reduced GZ similar to those observed in Achaearanea and Periplaneta (Mito et al., 2011). The authors suggest that posterior segmentation might be controlled by parallel mechanisms, one via stripes of N-signalling and the other through cad and Wnt-signalling; however, we view these pathways to be dynamically linked in Gryllus as in Periplaneta. At early stages, Gb-wg and Gb-cad are not regulated by N-signalling, whereas during germ band elongation Gb-N signalling at the posterior tip maintains Gb-wg and, therefore, Gb-cad, which feeds back onto Gb-Dl (Mito et al., 2011). As in Periplaneta, these regulatory interactions can allow for sustained growth by maintaining a properly sized and functional GZ. Another study in Gryllus (Kainz et al., 2011) used zygotic Gb-DlRNAi and observe defects mostly in the development of the nervous system (a universal function of N-signalling in arthropods that is most sensitive to loss or partial loss, as shown in Drosophila (Mohr, 1924; Van Breugel and Langhout, 1983)), but partial loss of segment markers in only a small minority of embryos. These results could be explained as in spiders where zygotic RNAi produced weaker phenotypes compared to maternal RNAi.

Overall, the different studies of Wnt and N-signalling in different arthropods can be explained by the two functions of Wnt and Cad in maintaining 1) the GZ and 2) Delta expression, and by the two functions of N-signalling 1) maintaining posterior Wnt1 expression, and 2) triggering segment formation in the anterior GZ. Different perturbations in different species (zygotic versus maternal RNAi; embryo culture) reveal different aspects of these functions, but in doing so they offer a temporal window to the regulatory intricacies of the posterior gene segmentation network.

Evolution of the posterior gene network
Our findings in Periplaneta, along with studies in other arthropods, suggest that there exists conservation in both the developmental roles and in the regulatory interactions among the posterior segmentation network. The easiest explanation is that these different arthropods must have inherited such a network from their last common arthropod ancestor. This hypothesis begs the question whether conservation of the posterior gene network can be pushed back further in time. In vertebrates Wnt-signalling regulates cyclic expression of N-signalling members in the presomitic mesoderm (PSM) (Dunty et al., 2008; Gibb et al., 2009). Recently, it has been shown that this Wnt-dependent regulation of N-signalling oscillations seems partly mediated through Cdx, as the expression of the mouse Delta homologue Delta-like1 (Dll1) is disrupted in the PSM in Cdx mutants, and Cdx protein binds to the regulatory regions of Dll1 (Grainger et al., 2012). Furthermore, patterns of expression of this posterior gene network have also been found in the GZ of several different species of annelids, the third segmented phyla, including segmental stripes of Delta and Notch and posterior expression of Wnt and cad (Cho et al., 2010; de Rosa et al., 2005; Janssen et al., 2010; Rivera and Weisblat, 2009; Thamm and Seaver, 2008).

Curiously, vestiges of a Wnt-Cad organiser remain in insects that seem to have lost the requirement for N-mediated segmentation (Tautz, 2004). In the long germ band insect Drosophila a posterior stripe of Dm-wg is expressed in the blastoderm, independent of its segment polarity expression and related to Dm-cad (Vorwald-Denholtz and De Robertis, 2011; Wu and Lengyel, 1998). While a Wnt-Cad posterior organiser may exist in Tribolium (Beermann et al., 2011; Bolognesi et al., 2008; Copf et al., 2004), the sequential addition of posterior segments occurs through a cyclical mechanism that involves pair-rule genes (Choe et al., 2006; Sarrazin et al., 2012), but is not yet completely understood.

In summary, the available data strongly suggest that at least two components of the regulatory gene network, Wnt–cad, were involved in posterior organisation and growth in the last common bilaterian ancestor, the Urbilateria (De Robertis, 1997; Martin and Kimelman, 2009). In addition, following reports from annelids (Rivera and Weisblat, 2009; Thamm and Seaver, 2008), it seems likely that the third component of this gene network, N signalling, would also have been involved in the Urbilateria. However, data are as yet unavailable from partially segmented (metameric) phyla and thus we cannot rule out the possibility that each of the segmented clades convergently and independently recruited a N-mediated segmentation mechanism (Chipman, 2010). However, this would require a) an ancestral in-built tendency of Cad to modulate Delta, b) a predisposition for the Notch pathway to form oscillatory clocks, and c) some unknown constraint of selective advantage leading to the repeated recruitment of these pathways in different phyla, in the face of other genes that could fulfil similar roles. In our view, the most parsimonious explanation remains that this posterior gene regulatory network evolved once and is ancestral. Perhaps the Urbilateria developed by posterior elongation (Jacobs et al., 2005) and contained some kind of serially repeated structures, added sequentially from the posterior end of the animal (Balavoine and Adoutte, 2003; Couso, 2009; De Robertis, 2008), and generated by the interplay between a N-oscillator and the Wnt-Cad posterior organiser.
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